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Next generation SYSPRO 6.1 ERP

enables step change in BPM

SYSPRO 6.1 introduces an easy to use software toolset comprising SYSPRO Enterprise Analysis
Modelling, Monitoring and Management (SEAM3).

A bang−up−to−date version of SYSPRO�s ERP suite will revolutionise Business Process
Management (BPM) says Manchester−based K3 Business Technology Group (K3).

A major new release of SYSPRO 6.1 offers substantial capabilities that are focussed on delivering
new BPM features that are unique to K3�s advanced enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution
for mid−market manufacturers and distributors.

Excited by the release of SYSPRO 6.1, Howard Joseph, Managing Director of K3 Business
Technology Group, said: �The system is more easily tailored to meet the business process needs
of the customer, which leads to quicker implementation and earlier roll out. It means full integration
of the system with the way managers want to run their business.�

He went on to say: �The unique features of the software provide rapid access to management
information which is crucial to ensuring that the business is in tune with client needs. It also makes
their business more agile by keeping in step with future demands, allowing them to remodel
processes and stay ahead of the game.�

K3 says that many companies overlay an ERP system onto their existing business process model
and struggle to get the two to align, which is a costly and inefficient process. It means that the
system takes longer to implement, which hinders roll out and ultimately leads to the late arrival of
any customer benefits.

SYSPRO 6.1, however, introduces an easy to use software toolset comprising SYSPRO Enterprise
Analysis Modelling, Monitoring and Management (SEAM3). This combines SYSPRO Workflow
Services, SYSPRO Process Modelling and Enterprise Performance Management to allow K3
customers to rapidly align business requirements with the ERP system to maximise Return On
Investment (ROI).

SYSPRO 6.1�s innovative SEAM3 features takes operational efficiencies to new levels by
recognising each customer�s unique business process requirements and automatically aligning and
remodelling them during the ERP implementation phase.

SYSPRO does this by providing clarity of information and a bird�s eye view of their manufacturing
or distribution capabilities and how they meet their clients� needs. This information is readily
accessible via SYSPRO�s user−friendly graphical screens and concise reporting features. In
addition, this allows K3 customers to continually remodel their business process as market
conditions change.

− Ends −
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About K3 Business Technology Group

K3 Business Technology Group employs 80 people at its Manchester head office and its branches
throughout the UK and Ireland. The company offers solutions in enterprise resource planning
(ERP), customer relationship management, advanced planning and scheduling, warehouse
management, human resources and e−business. SYSPRO is used by some 14,000 sites across the
world. K3 Business Technology Group is part of K3 Business Technology PLC which is a global
leader in providing next−generation enterprise software for businesses in the retail, manufacturing
and distribution sectors. With more than 3,000 customer installations in over 30 countries, K3 is
recognised as a safe, innovative and reliable provider of world−class solutions, backed by
world−class service.

For further information, please contact:−

Editorial − Ellen Hoefste, Marketing Manager, K3 Business Technology Group on 0161 876 4498, or
Gary Lillistone, Bridge PR on 024 76 520025, or e−mail garyl@bridgepr.co.uk.
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